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Jungle Prologue Bagheera, Baloo, Company

Kaa the Snake Jungle, Shanti

Trust In Me Kaa

Night Into Day Jungle, Shanti

Colonel Hathi's March Colonel Hathi, Elephant Troop

Baloo the Bear Baloo

Monkey Business Jungle, Shanti

The Bare Necessities Baloo, Mowgli, Company

I Wan'na Be Like You Louie, Monkeys

I Wanna Be Like You (Reprise) Baloo

Shere Kahn the Tiger Shere Khan, Jungle, Shanti

Mowgli Runs Jungle, Shanti

That's What Friends Are For (Part 1) Company

That's What Friends Are For (Part 2) Company

The Bare Necessities (Reprise /
Finale)

Company

I Wanna Be Like You (Reprise /
Finale)

Company

SONGS

Act 1

Act 2
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Perform Friday 7pm and Saturday 2pm shows
Mowgli Hugo Spears

Bagheera Kate Malmanis

Baloo Jackson Wehrle

Shere Khan Ella Scharf

Shanti Penny Marwick

Jungle Thistle Stella Rasmussen

Jungle Banyan Maggie Carlson

Kaa Sadie Spears

Coil #1 Eden Smith

Coil #2 Harper Garman

Coil #3 Shea Thompson

Coil #4 Aine Kochuparambil

Coil #5 Hollis Mitchell

Colonel Hathi Sean Malmanis

Baby Elephant Emily Tipton

Cloud & Elephant Troop Grace Thalmann

Sun & Elephant Troop Emma Prigue

Wind & Elephant Troop Julia Prigue

King Louie Hallie Goldberg

Silly Monkey Penny Chiado

Sassy Monkey Avery Mitchell

Grumpy Monkey Kate Roberts

Old Monkey Lucy Tipton

Dizzy & Monkey Tribe Max Nelson

Ziggy & Monkey Tribe Sophia Borth

Production Partners Isabella Sallee

Production Partners Maddie Uhlemann

Crew Clique Elisabeth Steiger

YELLOW CAST
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Perform Saturday 7pm and Sunday 2pm shows
Mowgli Jatin Venugopal

Bagheera Hope Murray

Baloo Lily Fontana

Shere Khan Chihiro Yoshino

Shanti Sienna Barkinge

Jungle Thistle Arjun Venugopal

Jungle Lotus Maggie McNeela

Jungle Banyan Olivia Grange

Kaa Arden Donnelly

Coil #1 Reagan Johnson

Coil #2 Addison Moss

Coil #3 Kennedy Pollock

Coil #4 Maeve Doherty

Coil #5 Monica Mishra

Colonel Hathi Owen Barkinge

Baby Elephant Bristol Pollock

Cloud & Elephant Troop Keara Raccuglia

Sun & Elephant Troop Gray Galat

Wind & Elephant Troop Skylar Prikos

King Louie Ava Veit

Silly Monkey Roy Donnelly

Sassy Monkey Lydia Casey

Grumpy Monkey Lola Grange

Old Monkey Chloe Hillerich

Dizzy & Monkey Tribe Hannah Fields

Ziggy & Monkey Tribe Tia Wang

Production Partner Catherine Pollock

Production Partner Amber Potter

RED CAST
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YELLOW CAST

Hugo Spears as Mowgli

Hugo (7) is jumping with joy and is ecstatic to be plaiyng Mowgli in his second musical with
NSDT! When Hugo isn’t in theater, you can find him playing baseball, practicing at MMA or
gaming. He loves Minecraft, Fortnight, and beating his mom at MarioKart! Hugo dedicates his
performance to his family and friends and thanks them all for their support!

Kate Malmanis as Bagheera

Kate (11) is delighted to be playing Bagheera in her second muiscal with NSDT! She enjoys
swimming, make-up, and loves hanging out with her friends. Kate thanks her family and friends
for their endless support and dedciates her performance to her mother!

Jackson Wehrle as Baloo

Jackson (11) is ecstatic to be the great bear, Baloo, in his fourth musical with NSDT! When not in
the spotlight, you can find him swimmng or playing tennis. Jackson is grateful that acting has
helped him learn to project his voice and find happiness. He thanks his parents for being his
personal drivers and dedicates his performance to his supportive mom!

Ella Scharf as Shere Khan

Ella (12) is tearing up the stage as the ferocious diva, Shere Khan, in her ninth musical! She
enjoys singing, dancing, reading, and drawing in her free time. Ella thanks her dad who has been
so supportive of her during the process of theater and dedicates her performance to her amazing
mom- love you, mom!

Penny Marwick as Shanti

Penny (7) is thrilled to make her debut performance as Shanti! When not preparing for the
spotlight, she like to do art projects, read, and play with her dog. Penny thanks her parents for
signing her for the production and dedicates her performance to her father!
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YELLOW CAST

Stella Rasmussen as Jungle Thistle

Stella (10) is elated to be blooming as Jungle Thistle in her ninth musical! She enjoys dance and
playing soccer, tennis, and volleyball in her free time. Stella thanks and dedicates her
performance to her teachers who try their best everyday to teach during the pandemic- you rock!

Maggie Carlson as Jungle Banyan

Maggie (10) has been bitten by the theater bug- this is her eleventh musical- whoa! When not
rehearsing, she enjoys dance, soccer, and art. Maggie thanks her family and friends for always
cheering her on and dedicates her performance to her big sisters, Grace and Isabel, for helping
her prep for her time in the spotlight!

Sadie Spears as Kaa

Sadie (11) is ssssure glad to back for her fifth musical! She is an avid artist who loves sketching
the world around her. When she’s not doing theater, you can find her swimming, reading, playing
softball, or watching anime. Sadie thanks and dedicates her performance to her supportive family
and friends!

Eden Smith as Coil #1

Eden (11) is sssso excited to be in her third musical and be with her friends her Glenview! She
enjoys plaing the saxophone, ice skating, and drawing in her free time. Eden thanks her parents
and grandparents for their love and encouragement and dedciates her performance to her Aunt
Hayley, who loves the Jungle Book!

Harper Garman as Coil #2

Sssay now, this is Harper's (10) eleventh musical! When not onstage, she enjoys dance, singing,
acro ballet, making bracelets, and shopping. Harper thanks her parents for signing her up for this
awesome show and dedicates her performance to the wonderful NSDT team who always makes
rehearsals super fun!
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YELLOW CAST

Shea Thompson as Coil #3

Shea (11) is sssssuper happy to be in her third musical! When not getting ready to take the stage,
she likes to Irish dance and play the piano and violin. She thanks her loving family and dedicates
her performance to her family and friends- you are the best!

Aine Kochuparambil as Coil #4

Aine (10) is elated to be taking the sssspotlight for the first time! She likes to Irish dance, read,
dance, play soccer and spend time with her friends! Aine would like to thank her mom and drama
teacher, Miss Cone because both of them encouraged her to do more and try new things! She
thanks her family and friends who always support her no matter what!

Hollis Mitchell as Coil #5

Hollis (8) is ssssliding on stage in her first musical! She enjoys gymnastics, dance, aerial skills,
slime-mkaing, acrobatics, drawing, and acting. Hollis dedicates her debut performance to her
family and friends for being her cheerleaders and thanks her parents for signing her up for the
production!

Sean Malmanis as Colonel Hathi

Sean (9) is marching onto stage as Colonel Hathi in his first musical! When not in rehearsal, he
loves to swim. Sean dedicates his debut performance to his sister, Kate, for encouraging him to
try acting and thanks his parents for the support and encouragement!

Emily Tipton as Baby Elephant

Emliy (8) is channeling her "military style" in her second musical with NSDT! When not preparing
with Colonel Hathi, she enjoys gymnastics and bike riding. Emily thanks her parents, grammy,
and sister and dedicates her perormance to her Grandpa Pappa and Grandma Nancy for their
love and support!
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YELLOW CAST

Grace Thalmann as Cloud & Elephant Troop

Grace (9) is excited to be making her debut stage appearance! She loves dogs and art and has
started a website with her friend about art- how cool is that! Grace thanks her friend, Kate, for
being a part of this journey with her and dedicates her performance to the Glenview United
Methodist Church for hosting the production!

Emma Prigue as Sun & Elephant Troop

Emma (8) is happy to take the spotlight and shine bright in her first musical! She loves arts and
crafts, and playing with her sister, Julia. Emma thanks the NSDT directors for tecahing her how to
sing and dance and dedicates her beaming performance to her loving sister!

Julia Prigue as Wind & Elephant Troop

This is Julia's (5) debut performance! She enjoys making cardboard hearts, playing outside, and
going to the park with her family. Julia dedicates her performance to her loving family and thanks
her mom for becoming "Miss Papantonakis" to teach her and her sister the audition material and
her sister, Emma, for joining the production with her!

Hallie Goldberg as King Louie

Hold onto your banana, this is Hallie (11)'s twelfth musical! You can find Hallie on the soccer and
football fields, ice rink, or reading in her free time. She thanks her dog, Roscoe, for always
cheering her up and dedicates her performance to her friends who are the ape-solute best!

Penny Chiado as Silly Monkey

Penny (10) is bananas for theater, as she has been in over seven musicals- wow! When not busy
in rehearsal, she enjoys animals, science, tech club, service club, volunteering, singing in chorus,
and acting in drama club! Penny dedicates her performance to her amazing Grandma Bert and
thanks her mom for signing her up to be involved in the production!
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YELLOW CAST

Avery Mitchell as Sassy Monkey

Avery (11) is swinging into her second musical and is bringing the sass to the jungle! She enjoys
drawing, painting, pottery, diving, and working on her aerial skills. Avery thanks her parents for
introducing her to theater and dedicates her performance to her famly and friends who are always
cheering her on!

Kate Roberts as Grumpy Monkey

Kate (10) has watched her older sister in the spotlight for years and is now stepping in her
footprints! When not preparing for her first musical, she likes to ski and play soccer. Kate
dedicates her performance to her sister for encouraging her to join the cast and thanks for parents
for enrolling her- love you all!

Lucy Tipton as Old Monkey

Lucy (10) is swingin' on the banana vine in her first musical! When not rehearsing, she likes to
read, draw, and paint. Lucy dedicates her debut performace to her grandmother who is always so
supportive and thanks her family who encouraged her to join this production!

Max Nelson as Dizzy & Monkey Tribe

Max (10) is flying back onstage in his third musical! In his free time, he enjoys acting, seeing
friends, swimming, and playing tennis. Max dedciates his performance to his family, who is
always there for him and thanks them for their continued support!

Sophia Borth as Ziggy & Monkey Tribe

Sophia (11) is back for her sixth musical! When not preparing to take the stage, she likes to make
crafts, go rollerblading, and play volleyball and soccer. Sophia dedicates her performance to her
mom for her love and encouragment. She thanks her famliy and friends for being so supportive!
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YELLOW CAST

Isabella Sallee as Production Partners

Isabelle (13) is happy to be back as Production Partner on her second musical with NSDT! She
enjoys making art, reading, and music in her free time. Isabelle would like to thank her parents for
their continued support and dedicates her performance to her Grandpa Bob.

Maddie Uhlemann as Production Partners

Elisabeth Steiger as Crew Clique

Elisabeth (14) is taking a break from the spotlight after being in 15 shows- crazy, man, crazy!
When not assisting in rehearsal, you can find her on the tennis court. Elisabeth thanks her
parents for all of their support and dedicates her work on this production to her friends who
always make theater such fun!
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RED CAST

Jatin Venugopal Mowgli

Jatin (7) is thrilled to be on a jungle adventure in his third performance! He enjoys art, reading,
dancing, singing, running, watching tv, and playing video games and soccer in his free time. Jutin
thanks his Amma for enrolling him in the production and to his family and godparents for coming
to see him in spotlight. He dedicates his performance to his parents!

Hope Murray Bagheera

Hope (13) has been with NSDT for six years (wow!) and has been on the stage way too many
times to count! In her free time, she enjoys ballet, aerial yoga, Lyra, singing, and making jewerly.
Hope thanks Mrs. Potter for always being there to help her and dedicates her performance to her
Grandma who is always cheering her on and being her biggest fan!

Lily Fontana Baloo

Lily (13) is very excited to be back with NSDT for her third musical! When not grovin' to the jazzy
beats, she likes to play soccer with Prmier League and go bike riding. Lily thanks and dedicates
her jammin' performance to her family and friends who encouraged her to step into the spotlight!

Chihiro Yoshino Shere Khan

Chihiro (14) is unleashing her inner diva as Shere Kahn in her sixth musical! She enjoys playing
the drums, running, and playing sports. Chihiro thanks the cast, directors, and trainees for making
this production possible and dedicates her fierce performance to her supportive mom who always
drives her to rehearsals!

Sienna Barkinge Shanti

Sienna (8) is thrilled to be back with NSDT for her second musical! When not preparing to take
the spotlight, you can find her playing tennis, doing gymnastics, or fast skating. Sienna would like
to thank her brother, Owen, for being there for her every step of the way!
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RED CAST

Arjun Venugopal Jungle Thistle

Arjun (10) is ecstatic to be in his fifth play! When not in rehearsal, he likes to read, sing, make art
projects, and play soccer and video games. Arjun dedicates his performance to his dog, Kylo, and
thanks his parents for introducing him to musical theater and his godparents and family for
coming to support him!

Maggie McNeela Jungle Lotus

Maggie (11) is excited to back in her seventh musical! When not blooming onstage, she likes to
read, draw, paint, bike, sing, hang out with friends, and go rollerblading. Maggie dedicates her
performance to her supportive family and friends and thanks her parents for encouraging her
interest in theater!

Olivia Grange Jungle Banyan

Olivia (10) is putting down her theater roots as Jungle Banyan! She enjoys singing, drawing,
making artwork, and paying soccer and tennis in her free time. Olivia dedicates her performance
to her friend, Alexa, and thanks her famly and friends for always supporting her and her activities-
you all rock!

Arden Donnelly Kaa

Arden (11) is ready to take the sssspotlight in her eighth musical! When she's not busy
rehearsing, you can find her playing piano or lacrosse. Arden thanks her parents and sister,
Eloise, for all of their help and dedicates her performance to her loving and supportive parents!

Reagan Johnson Coil #1

Reagan (9) is ssssuper happy to be singing and dancing in her fifth musical with NSDT! In her
free time, she likes to watch sports, sing, craft, and play soccer and baseball. Reagan thanks her
sister for helping her practice, practice, practice and dedicates her performance to the NSDT
directors for always being there for her!
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RED CAST

Addison Moss Coil #2

Addison (11) is ssssliding into her sixth musical with NSDT! When not preparing for the spotlight,
she enjoys singing, ice skating, and traveling. Addison thanks her family for their never ending
support and always driving her to rehearsals. She dedicates her performance to her grandpa,
Papa, who thankfully got to see her perform one last time before he passed.

Kennedy Pollock Coil #3

Kennedy (11) is ssssure glad to be in her fourth musical! She enjoys horseback riding, playing
soccer and the ukulele in her free time. Kennedy thanks her sister, Catherine, for helping her with
everything behind the scenes and dedicates her performance to her loving and supportive
parents!

Maeve Doherty Coil #4

Maeve (9) is sssso excited to be in her fifth musical! When not onstage, she likes to dance, and
play soccer, softball and piano. Maeve thanks her mom who always encourages her to pursue her
theater dreams and her friends in the audience. She dedicates her perfomance to her sister,
Brielle, and cousin, Keria, for doing all the plays with her!

Monica Mishra Coil #5

Ssssay now, this is Monica (10)'s first musical! When not preparing to sssslide onstage, she
enjoys writing, and playing soccer and with her dog, Jasper. Monica thanks her amazing family
and friends and dedciates her debut performance to her loving family!

Owen Barkinge Colonel Hathi

Owen (10) is lining up his Elephant Troop in his debut musical! When not running drills, he enjoys
learning about the military (how fitting!) and playing Starwars and Battlefront 2. Owen thanks and
dedicates his performance to his wonderful sister, Sienna!
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RED CAST

Bristol Pollock Baby Elephant

Bristol (8) is marching on stage in her second musical! When not busy channeling her "military
style," she enjoys gymnastics, and playing soccer and tennis. Bristol thanks NSDT for making this
production possible and dedicates her performacne to her parents- I'll always love you!

Keara Raccuglia Cloud & Elephant Troop

Keara (9) is joining the stampeding in her first musical! You can find her making art, reading,
creating movies, and playing basketbal in her free time. Keara dedicates her performance to her
whole family and thanks her famliy, friends, and teachers for their love, encouragement, and
support!

Gray Galat Sun & Elephant Troop

Gray (9) is soaking up the spolight in her second musical! When not preparing for her two roles,
she likes to read and play basketball. Gray thanks her family and friends for always being there
for her and dedicates her glowing performance to her family!

Skylar Prikos Wind & Elephant Troop

Skylar (7) is so happy to be in her first musical with her supportive friends! When not preparing for
the spotlight, she likes to swim, do gymnastics, and play basketball and chess. Skylar thanks the
sweet directors for their hard work and all of their help. She dedicates her debut performance to
her loving family!

Ava Veit King Louie

Grab a banana, Ava (9) is going to show you the monkey ways in her fifth musical! When not
channeling her inner monkey, she likes to make bracelets, code, swim, and play soccer, golf and
video games. Ava thanks her parents for enrolling her and dedicates her jazzy performance to her
twin, Cole, who is always there for her!
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RED CAST

Roy Donnelly Silly Monkey

Roy (7) is excited to be back on the NSDT stage in his second musical! When not monkeying
around, he enjoys playing soccer, piano, and Legos. Roy dedciates his performance to his family
for all their love and support and thanks Yaya and his parents for letting him be a part of the cast!

Lydia Casey Sassy Monkey

Lydia (7) is bringing the sass to the jungle in her first musical! When not preparing to take to the
stage, you can find her dancing. Lydia dedicates her debut performance to her friend, Sienna,
who plays Shanti and thanks her family, especially Geea!

Lola Grange Grumpy Monkey

Lola (9) is ape-solutely ready to take on the role of Grumpy Monkey in her fifth musical! When not
in the spotlight, she enjoys swimming, skating, and playing the drums and soccer. Lola thanks her
loving and supportive famly and deducates her performance to her cousin, Jackson, who is the
best!

Chloe Hillerich Old Monkey

Hannah Fields Dizzy & Monkey Tribe

Hannah (10) LOVES theater beacuse it's entertaining and fun and allows her to be with her
friends! When not preparing for her fifth musical, you can find her singing, doing art and acro, and
plaing piano. Hannah thanks and dedicates her performance to her parents who always
encourage her!
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RED CAST

Tia Wang Ziggy & Monkey Tribe

Tia (10) is flying back onstage in her second musical! When not busy in rehearsal, she loves to
model and play sports, especially soccer, football and gymnastics. Tia dedicates her performance
to her model agents who encouraged her to try acting and would like to give a special shout out to
her family and friends!

Catherine Pollock Production Partner

Catherine (14) is stepping off the stage for her sixth musical and using her skill set as a
Production Partner! She enjoys sailing, skiing, and playing basketball. Catherine thanks her
sisters, Kennedy and Bristol, who she may not always like all the time but will always love! She
dedicates her work to her supportive parents!

Amber Potter Production Partner

Amber is taking a break from the spotlight and focusing on behind the scenes! When not
preparing for opening night, she likes to dance, write poetry, make pottery, and play soccer and
volleyball. Amber dedicates this production to her mom for helping her and introducing her to
theater and thanks the NSDT team for improving her theater skills!
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This production combined the unique and varied talents
of over eighty performers, staff, and church and
community members!
The entire staff and ensemble would like to say a very special thank you to the following:
• Glenview United Methodist Church
• Michel Argiopoulos and the entire custodial staff for their help and understanding
• Pastor, Dr. Eun-Hye Choi, for her continued support and help, not only for this production, but
for the entire theater program
• Doris Stengl, Janet Ferrone, and Linda Duback
• Northshore Elite Talent Company
• To all of the volunteers for their support and help with all aspects of the production
• To all of the parents for their cooperation and understanding of the huge time
commitment necessary for the success of the production
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